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The question of the possible existence of substances having an electron spectrum without any energy 
gap and, at the same time, not possessing a Fermi surface is investigated. First of all the question 
of the possibility of contact of the conduction band and the valence band at a single point is investiga
ted within the framework of the one-electron problem. It is shown that the symmetry conditions for 
the crystal admit of such a possibility. A complete investigation is carried out for points in recipro
cal lattice space with a little group which is equivalent to a point group, and an example of a more 
complicated little group is considered. It is shown that in the neighborhood of the point of contact the 
spectrum may be linear as well as quadratic. 

The role of the Coulomb interaction is considered for both types of spectra. In the case of a linear 
dispersion law a slowly varying (logarithmic) factor appears in the spectrum. In the case of a quad
ratic spectrum the effective interaction becomes strong for small momenta, and the concept of the 
one-particle spectrum turns out to be inapplicable. The behavior of the Green's functions is deter
mined by similarity laws analogous to those obtained in field theory with strong coupling and in the 
neighborhood of a phase transition point of the second kind (scaling). Hence follow power laws for 
the electronic heat capacity and for the momentum distribution of the electrons. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

0 NE of the basic assumptions of the Landau lll theory 
of a Fermi liquid is the relationship, according to which 
the limiting momentum of the excitations in an isotropic 
Fermi liquid is determined in the same way as in a gas, 
by the density of the atoms in the liquid, i.e., 
Po = (3JT1l) 113 (where n is the density of particles). Ac
cording to the work of Luttinger and Ward, laJ with a 
certain amount of alteration this theorem is also appli
cable to the electronic liquid in metals. Namely, it 
turns out that the total volume, bounded by all Fermi 
surfaces, determines the density of the electrons: 

n = 2(2n)-'(pV, + VF), 

where Vo denotes the volume of an elementary cell of 
the reciprocal lattice, p is an integer, and V F denotes 
the total volume inside all of the Fermi surfaces (from 
the side of smaller energies), referred to a single cell 
of the reciprocal lattice. 

It is not difficult to see that the cited relation is ex
actly the same as for a noninteracting Fermi system in 
a periodic field. In view of the fact that Vo = (2JT) 3/v, 
where v is the volume of an elementary cell of the crys
tal, the substance can be dielectric only when the num
ber of electrons per elementary cell of the crystal is 
even. If in this case the substance nevertheless is a 
metal, then the number of holes must necessarily be 
equal to the number of electrons. For metals with an 
odd number of electrons per cell, on the other hand, 
such compensation cannot occur. 

In this connection the question arises whether sub
stances can exist in nature which are neither genuine 
metals nor dielectrics in the sense that there are no 
free electrons in them, and at the same time no energy 
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gap is present. One can represent such a substance as 
the limiting case of a metal with a point Fermi surface. 
In the language of the theory of noninteracting particles 
in a periodic field, this corresponds to the case when a 
completely filled valence band touches a completely 
empty conduction band. Indications of the possible exis
tence of such substances have recently appeared in the 
literature (gray tinl3l and mercury telluridel4l). 

In the present article the conditions under which a 
point Fermi surface may appear in a model of noninter
acting electrons will be investigated, and the question of 
the influence of the Coulomb interaction of the electrons 
on the energy spectrum in the neighborhood of the 
Fermi point will be considered. 

In the case of interest to us, the maximum of the 
valence band must coincide with the minimum of the 
conduction band. In general an increased symmetry of 
the appropriate point of the reciprocal lattice favors de
generacy of the energy levels, but it may also occur at 
accidental points. However, here somewhat more is re
quired, namely, that this point simultaneously corre
sponds to extrema of the two bands. The occurrence of 
such a situation at an accidental point is an improbable 
special case. In view of this we shall consider only 
"regular" cases, i.e., points of high symmetry. A com
plete analysis is given in the case when the little group 
of the corresponding point is equivalent to the point 
group, and an example of a more complicated group is 
considered. It turns out that a "Fermi point" is possi
ble in a whole series of different cases, where in the 
most typical cases the dispersion law in the vicinity of 
such a point will either be linear or quadratic. 

However, in general a model of noninteracting elec
trons does not correspond to a real electronic liquid. 
In the case of an isotropic liquid with short-range inter-
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action forces, Landau was able to show (seel5 l) that the 
energy spectrum of the quasi-particles retains the same 
form as for a Fermi gas. This proof was then general
ized to a Fermi liquid in a crystal l2' 6 l and to a Fermi 
liquid with long-range Coulomb forces. l7 J In the last 
case the fact that the presence of "free electrons" 
leads to a screening of the Coulomb field and converts 
it into a short-range field is extremely important. 
Close-lying excited states play the most important role 
in the integral which determines the screening. There
fore, in any case the screening is absent if there is a 
gap in the spectrum. On the other hand, in a real metal 
the screening radius is of the order of interatomic dis
tances. 

From this point of view it is necessary to investigate 
what kind of influence the Coulomb field has in the case 
of a "Fermi point." The absence of any gap in the spec
trum must necessarily lead to a weakening of the 
Coulomb potential at large distances. At the same time 
the replacement of the Fermi surface by a point leads to 
a change in the nature of the screening, and it is not 
obvious beforehand how this will affect the energy spec
trum. 

The usual way to prove the presence of a Fermi 
spectrum in the theory of a Fermi liquid (seel5 l) con
sists in the following. It is assumed that the spectrum 
has the appropriate form and, starting from this, the 
Green's function is written down. After this it is proved 
that the constant coefficients appearing in it are ac
tually constants which depend on the interaction of the 
particles. This method of proof is universal for that 
case when one can foresee the result beforehand. How
ever, in the case under consideration this is by no 
means so. Therefore, let us proceed according to a 
different method. Let us consider the Coulomb interac
tion, which we shall assume to be weak and, using the 
Green's function of noninteracting particles as the zero
order approximation, let us find the Green's function and 
the other characteristic quantities associated with the 
presence of the interaction. 

The supposition about the weakness of the interaction 
may be justified by the following consideration. In the 
cases under consideration there exists a large range of 
momenta for which the valence band is close to the con
duction band. As we shall see below, in the very neigh
borhood of the point of contact between the bands a non
trivial situation arises which, in particular, leads to a 
change in the nature of the interaction at small values 
of the momenta. However, the nearness of the bands is 
preserved even at a certain distance from this neigh
borhood. If we shall consider the electronic transitions 
outside the "dangerous neighborhood", then they lead to 
the appearance of the ordinary dielectric constant Eo 
which, in view of the proximity of the bands, should be 
rather large (as, for example, in Ge and Si). In view of 
this the bare Coulomb interaction e 2/Eor or, more pre
cisely, the characteristic dimensionless constant e 2/E oV, 
where v ~ 108 em/sec, must be small. Of course, in 
addition the case is possible when the dielectric con
stant is not large and consequently the interaction will 
not be weak which, in turn, leads to an increase of the 
"dangerous neighborhood" up to dimensions which are 
comparable with the period of the reciprocal lattice. 
However, to judge from the existing data on a -Sn and 

HgTe, this case scarcely occurs. But even if Eo is not 
overly large then, in any case, with the aid of a study of 
the weakened interaction one can formulate some idea 
about what happens in the neighborhood of the Fermi 
point. 

We have considered the two most typical cases: 
linear and quadratic spectra in the neighborhood of the 
contact point. It turns out that both types of spectra lead 
to quite different consequences upon taking the interac
tion into account. One can assume that these two char
acteristic types of behavior exhaust all possibilities. 

2. CONTACT IN THE GROUPS Dn 

First of all let us consider a point ko in reciprocal 
lattice space with a little group which is equivalent to 
one of the point groups. Since the question involves the 
contact of bands, then degeneracy of the levels must oc
cur at the point k0 , which is lifted (if only partially) upon 
a change of k in an arbitrary direction. This means that 
the little group of ko must have a multidimensional 
representation, i.e., contain axes of the third, fourth, 
or sixth orders. In addition, it is obvious that an inter
section of the axes and planes of symmetry must occur 
at the point k 0• If the spin-orbit coupling is small 
enough so that one can neglect it, then it is necessary 
to consider single-valued irreducible representations. 
Upon taking account of the spin-orbit coupling it is 
necessary to consider double-valued representations. 

Let us start with simple groups. Let us demonstrate 
that contact is possible in the groups D3 , D4, and De. As 
is shown in articlel5l, in order to determine the disper
sion law it is necessary to construct an invariant form 
Q(k; r, r') containing the components of the vector k and 
which is bilinear in the basis functions ua(r) and u~(r'). 
Let us consider single-valued representations. In the 
groups under consideration, one invariant exists which 
is linear ink: [u+(r)ut(r')- u-(r)u~(r')]kz. The pres
ence of such an invariant is very important because it 
is precisely this property which guarantees the possi
bility of a "Fermi point", where the functions u± trans
form like x ± iy. With the components kx and ky one 
can form only the quadratic invariants 

u+(r)u-"(r')k-' + u_(r)u+"(r')k+', k± = kx ± ik, 

and 
[u+(r)u+*(r') +u-(r)u-*(r')]kj_', kj_' = kx'-t-k,'. 

Since the latter combination of u+ is an invariant by 
itself, then one can also multiply it by the invariant k~. 
Finally the invariant 

u+(r)u-"(r')k+' + u_(r)uc"(r')k-'. 

still exists in the group D4. Collecting everything to
gether one can write down the following invariant form: 

Q(k; r, r') = [u+(r)u+"(r') +u-(r)u-"(r')](akj_'+~k,') 
+v[u+(r)u+"(r') -u-(r)u_"(r')]k,-f-

+ y[u+(r)u_*(r')k_' + ll_(r)u+*(r')k+'] 
+ b[u+(r)u_"(r')k+' + u_(r)u+"(r')k-']. (1) 

In the groups D3 and D6 the coefficient 15 = 0. Putting 
together the secular equation, we obtain the following 
result for the energy levels: 

Bt., = akj_' + ~k,' ± [ v'k,' + (y + b) 'kL' - Sbyk,'k,'J'i'. (2) 

It is not difficult to see that ranges of values of the 
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coefficients exist for which one of the branches is posi
tive for all directions k and the other is negative, i.e., 
a point Fermi surface is possible. It is of interest to 
note that the behavior of the branches of the spectrum 
is strongly anisotropic. In a direction outside the basis 
plane E 1, 2 changes basically according to a linear law 
but in the basis plane it changes according to a quad-' 
ratic law. 

In the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling it is 
necessary to use double-valued representations. Two 
double-valued representations exist in the group D3 
(see eel). With the aid of the basis functions for the 
representation E~, which transform like the components 
of a spinor, one can set up invariants which are linear 
in kz and k±. The general invariant form has the form 

Q(k; r, r') = a[u,(r)u,'(l")- u,(r)u,'(r') ]k, 
+ Mu,(r)u,'(r')k-+u2 (r)u,'(r')lc+]. (3) 

The solution of the corresponding secular equation has 
the form 

e1,2 = ±l'(ak,)' + (~k.c)'. (4) 

As to the other double -valued representation E' (which 
in the present case is a combination of two co~plex
conjugate one-dimensional representations), then from 
the corresponding basis functions one can construct only 
an invariant or a combination which gives an invariant 
together with kz. Thus, for the energy spectrum we ob
tain 

e,, 2 = ak' + ~lc, 2 ±vic,. (5) 

In this connection a "Fermi point" cannot appear. 
In the case of the group D6 the representations E ~ 

and E~ give a situation analogous to E~ in D3 , i.e. to 
formula (4), and the representation E~ is analogous to 
E~ in D3, i.e., it does not correspond to a "Fermi 
point." Finally, in the group D4 both double-valued 
two-dimensional representations are analogous to E~ 
in the group D3 and give formula ( 4). 

In all of the described cases of the occurrence of a 
"Fermi point" the fact that the basis functions permitted 
the construction of an invariant linear in kz was very 
important. This does not hold in other point groups with 
one axis of high order. In these groups the component 
kz may appear in the function Q(k; r, r') only in the 
form k~. But k~ is an invariant by itself, and therefore 
the energy spectrum will have the form 

·e,,, = ak! + /1• 2(k"' kv). (6) 

Consequently the branches do not separate along the 
direction kz, i.e., a "Fermi point" is impossible. 

3. CUBIC GROUPS. SINGLE-VALUED REPRESENTA
TIONS 

Let us go on to the cubic groups. We note that since 
the functions ui enter by pairs, then there is no differ
ence between even and odd representations, so that one 
cannot determine the parity of the representation. 

The components of the vector k transform according 
to one of the three-dimensional representations of the 
cubic groups, and from the quadratic combinations one 
can set up the bases of three representations: the in
variant k 2, the basis of a two-dimensional representation 

(k~ + 8k~ + 8 ~~. k~ + 8 ~~ + 8k~) where 8 = e27Ti/3, and 

the basis of one of the three-dimensional representa
tions (kxky, kykz, kzkx). 

Let the functions ui correspond to the two-dimen
sional representation. By the usual method one can 
establish that from such functions one can make up only 
the invariant u1(r)ui(r') + u 2(r)u:(r') and the basis of the 
two-dimensional representation u 1(r)u~(r'), u2(r)u!(r'). 
Owing to this we can easily determine the function 
Q(k; r, r') (seel5 l) and find an expression for the en
ergy levels 

e,, 2 = ak2 ± Mlc'- 3(1c!ku' +kv'lc.' + k,'lc)) J"'. (7) 

Having taken k in the [ 111] direction we obtain E 1 2 

= ak 2, from which it follows that although degene~acy 
occurs at the point k = 0 it does not simultaneously 
correspond to a minimum of one of the functions E · {k) 

d . I 
an a maximum of the other. 

Let us go on to the three-dimensional representa
tions. Here it is easiest of all to follow the method 
indicated in ceJ (see also lsJ). The bilinear combinations 
of interest to us are ut(r') [f(j)].kuk(r), where f(j) is 
some kind of product of the spin1 projection operators 
(in the present case J = 1). These combinations trans
form in the same way as the operators f(J) themselves 
and therefore it is necessary for us in turn to construct 
invariants out of the components of k and of the opera
tors J. Since J ~ 1 the invariants may be either linear 
or quadratic in J. From the requirement of invariance 
under time reversal it follows that the total power of k 
and J should be even. 

If the little group of k is equivalent to the group T or 
0, then an invariant exists which is linear ink, namely, 
the product k · J. Confining our attention to this approxi
mation we obtain 

e,, '·, = +vic, 0, -vk. (B) 

For the final solution of the question about whether 
the point k = 0 possesses the necessary properties, it 
is necessary to determine whether it corresponds to an 
extremum of the function E 2(k). For this it is necessary 
to find the next approximation for E2(k). Among the in
variants is ak 2, and one can assume that it is larger than 
all remaining invariants. In this connection the function 
Eik) will have the same sign for all values ~f k. There
fore, in the present case the point k = 0 may correspond 
to contact of the conduction band with the valence band. 

In th_e case wh~n the li_ttle group is equivalent to Th 
or Oh, I.e., when It contams a center of inversion, the 
invariants must necessarily contain an even number of 
k and an even number of .f. The same pertains in the 
present case to the group Td, although it does not con
tain a center of inversion. This is related to the fact 
that the scalar product (k · j) is not an invariant for this 
groy.p, but the invariants which are linear in k and cubic 
in J are absent for J = 1. One can show that in all three 
groups there is one and the same common invariant: 

iJ = ak' + ~[(/,' + 91! + 9'Jv') (k.' + e'kx'+91cv') 
+ (J.' + 9'1,' + 9Jv') (k.' + 9kx' + e'kv') J 
+ v[k.k.{l., J.} + k.k,{l., J,} + k,lc.{l,, J,}], (9) 

where {Jx, Jy} = JxJy + JyJx· The corresponding 
secular equation has the form 
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(e- ak')'- (e- ak') [3~'k' + (y'- 9~') (k,'k,' 
+ ky'k,' + kx'k,')] + 2p'k6 + P (y'- 9P') k' (kx'k,' 

+ k,'k,' + k,'kx')- (2y3 - 9~y2 - 9~')k,'k,'k,' = 0. (10) 

Let us demonstrate that the coefficients a, {3, and y can 
be chosen in such a way that the eigenvalues Ei(k) will 
have different signs, where each of them will retain its 
sign for all directions k. The determinant of the matrix 
Dik given by Eq. (9) is the product of the three functions 
E 1(k)E 2(k)E 3(k). If one of them changes sign for any value 
of k, then the determinant must vanish at this point. 
Hence one of the conditions is II Dik(k) II ,.._ 0. For this it 
is obviously necessary that all extrema of II Dik(k) II as 
a function of the direction of k do not vanish and have 
one and the same sign. But the extrema of the deter
minant correspond to the most symmetric directions, 
namely [100], [110], and [111]. Therefore, it is 
sufficient to establish the conditions under which, let us 
say, II Dik II < 0 in these three directions. In addition, it 
is necessary that in one of the indicated directions the 
functions Ei(k) have different values, i.e., for example, 
for IIDikll < 0 the values E1 < 0 and Ea, Es > 0. The 
condition that there be one negative function and two 
positive functions E i (k) for all three symmetric direc
tions of k is obviously equivalent to these requirements. 

For such directions the functions Ei(k) can easily be 
found: 
[100]: e 1 =(a-2~)k', e,=es=(a+~)k', 
[110]: e1 = [a- 1/2(~+y)]k', e,=[a- 1/2(~-y)]k', es= (a+~)k' 
[111]: e,=[a-'/,y]k', e,=e,=(a+'/,y)k'. (11) 

It is not difficult to show that ranges of the values of a, 
{3, andy exist in which E1 < 0 and E2, E3 > 0. Thus, con
tact of the conduction band with the valence band is 
possible in the groups Td, Th, and Oh. 

4. CUBIC GROUPS. DOUBLE-VALUED REPRESENTA
TIONS 

Let us go on to double-valued representations. There 
are two kinds of such representations: two-dimensional 
corresponding to J = 1/2 and four-dimensional corre
sponding to J = 3/2. If the little group k = 0 is equivalent 
to T or 0 then again the invariant k · J exists. For two
dimensional representations we obtain 

e, = vk, Bz = -vk. (12) 

One cannot consider two-dimensional representations of 
the remaining groups. In fact, in the presence of a cen
ter of inversion in the lattice, the two-fold degeneracy 
is retained for arbitrary k, which corresponds to the 
fact that the energy does not depend on the direction of 
the spin. As for the group Td, then here, just as for the 
single -valued three -dimensional representations, the 
necessary invariant which is linear in k is absent. 
Therefore, in the present case the fundamental invariant 
will simply be ak2, i.e., the two functions E 1, 2(k) coincide 
in this approximation. This degeneracy is lifted only by 
small terms which are cubic in k, from which it is clear 
that in the present case the point k = 0 does not possess 
the required properties. 

Let us go on to four-dimensional representations. In 
the absence of a center of inversion (T, Td, or 0) the 
admissible invariants can be linear in k and cubic in J. 
For the group T the general form of the invariant is 
given by 

iJ = a(kJ) + ~(kJx' + kj) + k,l,') 
-!- y[k,{/., (I,'-/,')}+ k,{l,(l,' -I.')} + k,{l,, (/,' -/,')}], (13) 

where {A, B} = AB + BA. 
In the group 0 the last invariant is absent, i.e., 

y = 0, and in the group Td, a = {3 = 0. The possible ex
istence of a "Fermi point" in the groups T and 0 is 
determined by the following simple consideration. Let 
a » {3, y. In this case E 1 =- (3/2)ak, Ea =- (1/2)ak, 
E3 = (1/2)ak, and E4 = (3/2)ak. Here k = 0 possesses the 
required properties. Hence it follows that ranges of 
values of the coefficients exist for which the point k = 0 
retains these properties. 

The group Td is in a special position. The solution of 
the secular equation leads to the following eigenvalues: 

e,, 2, s,, = ±ytBk[1 ± i"fifi- (nx' + n; + n,')], (14) 

where n denotes a unit vector in the direction k. In the 
direction [111] two of the roots vanish in this approxi
mation. In analogy to the preceding discussion, by add
ing the invariant ok2 one can also verify here that the 
point k = 0 can possess the necessary properties. In 
the case when the little group contains a center of in
version (Th or Oh), the invariant must be quadratic in 
k and J. The general form of the invariant is again 
given by formula (9). Here, however, the matrix Ji 
corresponds to J = 3/2. Solving the secular equation we 
obtain the well-known formula 

Bt,z = ak2 ± [9p'k' ± 3(y2 - 9p') (k.'ku' + k,'k,' + k,'k_,') ]'f•. (15) 

Each level is doubly degenerate. For the symmetric 
directions we obtain 

[100]: e,,,= (a±3~)k', 
[110]: Bt,z= (a±';,·~l'9,..:.~-,-+-3-y'.)k', (16) 
[111]: e,,, =(a± y)k'. 

From here it follows that contact of the valence band 
and the conduction band can actually occur at the point 
k = 0. We note that precisely this representation is 
realized in a -Sn (usually denoted by r 8 • 

5. MORE COMPLICATED SYMMETRY 

The analysis carried out above exhausts all cases 
involving the appearance of a "fermi point" with a 
little group equivalent to a point group. We shall not 
give such a complete analysis of the cases of more 
complicated symmetry, and we only show that here 
"Fermi points" can also appear. The appearance of 
nontrivial screw axes and glide planes frequently in
creases the multiplicity of the degeneracy of the energy 
levels. In the literature this phenomena is sometimes 
called coalescence of the energy bands. It is essential 
that in the majority of the cases the bands coincide on 
intact pieces of the surface of the Brillouin zone, and 
consequently there cannot be any "Fermi points" here. 
However, in a number of cubic groups (namely 0 8 and 
0 10, and also Oh0 , using the notation froml9 J) the little 
groups of the vectors ko with a point at a corner of the 
cubic Brillouin zone have four-dimensional and six
dimensional single-valued representations. 

Let us present the invariant for the four-dimensional 
representations: 

Q(k; r, r') = iv[ {u,(r)u,*(r')- u,(r)u,*(r')}k, 
+ {u,(r)u;(r')- u,(r)u;(r')}kx + {u,(r)u,"(r')- u,(r)u,"(r')}k, 
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+ {u3 (r)u:(r')- u,(r)u,'(r')}k, + {u,(r)u,'(r')- u,(r)u:(r')}k. 
+ {u,(r)u:(r')- u,(r)u,*(r')}kx]. (17) 

The matrix D may be written in the form D(k) = vak, 
where the matrices ai possess the commutation rela
tions of the Dirac matrices. In our approximation the 
levels remain doubly degenerate and E 1, 2(k) = ±vk. 

The six-dimensional representations also admit 
realization of a point Fermi surface but, as in the case 
of three-dimensional representations of the simple cubic 
groups, part of the energy bands begins with terms which 
are quadratic in k. 

Thus, we have shown that cases when contact of the 
valence band with the conduction band occurs in the elec
tron spectrum are not unusual, and consequently such 
substances may be encountered in nature. Of course, 
we did not exhaust all possible cases involving complica
ted symmetry, but here it is apparently reasonable to 
consider specific examples for which the experimental 
data will indicate the existence of a "Fermi point." 

Our conclusions have been reached in the one-elec
tron approximation, i.e., we have not taken the interac
tion of the electrons into consideration. This problem 
merits very serious attention because it is quite possi
ble that it may turn out that the interaction leads to 
instability of the obtained spectrum. 

6. COULOMB INTERACTION ASSOCIATED WITH A 
LINEAR SPECTRUM 

We consider, first of all, the simplest case of two 
energy branches which are described by formula (12). 
In this case the matrix D can be written in the form 

iJ = v(uk), (18) 

where the ai are the Pauli matrices. In accordance with 
this the Green's function for noninteracting electrons 
may be written in the form 

Go= [w-v(uk) +illsignw]-'. (19) 

Now let us introduce the Coulomb interaction between 
the electrons, which we shall write in the usual form. 
Let us consider how screening occurs. The screening 
interaction has the form 

4ne' 
r(k,w)= k' 4 'TI(k ) ' eo - ne ,m 

(20) 

where II(k, w) denotes the sum of all possible electron 
loops. In the first approximation 

S ~ ~ dw, d'k, 
TI(k,w)= -iSp G,(w,,k,)Go(w+w,,,k+k,)~. 

Substituting here the function Go, which it is more con
venient to write in the form 

we obtain 

~ w + vak 
Go= , 

w'-(vk-i6)' 

k' kmax 
ITo = - --ln --::;:;:::;:=::::::::;:;::::;; 

12n'v 1k'- w'fv' 

(19') 

(21) 

where kmax is the limit of integration, which is of the 
order of the period of the reciprocal lattice. 

Thus, in the case under consideration the Coulomb 
interaction is practically not screened. As we see 
below, the evaluation of the self-energy corrections to 
the electronic spectrum with the aid of formula (20) 

also leads to a logarithmic integral. From here it fol
lows that at the point k = 0 the energy spectrum has a 
singularity, and the matrix D cannot be expanded in a 
series in powers of k. However, in view of the fact that 
the singularity is weak, we may, without violating the 
symmetry conditions, assume that the matrix Dis 
multiplied by a slowly varying invariant function, i.e., 
by a function which depends on the absolute value of k 
and on w. In order to find this function we apply the 
method of article[toJ. 

The equation for the Green's function is written in 
the form 

G-' =Go-'- :2: = w- v(uk)- :2: (k, w). (22) 

We shall seek the complete Green's function in the form 

G = w + v(uk)f(k, w) (23) 
w' -[vkf(k, w)- ill]' ' 

where f is a slowly varying function of k and w. The 
first approximation for the polarization operator, 
evaluated with the aid of this function instead of (19'), is 

k' I d(;1 

IT(k, w) =- 12n'v J f(st) ' 

where ~ is a logarithmic variable; 

s = ln km~ 
max(k,w/v) ' 

(24) 

(the integral is taken over the region where w 1 ~ vk 1 ). 

Consequently, according to (20), 

4ne' [ e' sl d£, ] -I 
r(k,w)= eo(k') d(k,w), d(k,w)= 1 + 3nveo 0 /(£.) . (25) 

In general, besides the simplest loops of two Green's 
functions, more complicated diagrams (Fig. 1) enter 
into II. One can join all of them together into a diagram 
of the first type, but in this connection one of the triple
vertices is replaced by the appropriate total vertex. 
For simplicity we make the assumption: k :;::_ w/v. The 
logarithmic integral in II goes over the region w/v 
~ kt :;;p k. Consequently the triple-vertex y(k, k 1 ) is 
necessary for us for k << kt. Since the interaction is 
assumed to be weak, we are interested in terms con
taining the maximum power of the logarithm for a given 
power of the coupling constant. Considering the first 
correction to y, we actually obtain terms with logarith
mic integrals. They have the form 

k' d k 's d£, 0 r wak d k 's d£, kf ( ,) 1(6,) vk,' ( ,) 1(6,) ; 
" " 

t = ln km~ T) = ln km~ • 
~ k ' k, 

But upon substitution of these expressions into the in
tegral: 

J d'k,dw, 
ll(IJ =- iSp G(k,,w.)G(k, +k,w, +w)y(kw,k,w 1)---

(2n)' 

we obtain a convergent integral instead of a logarith
mically divergent one. Therefore, the corrections to 
the obtained form of II will be small, and one can 
neglect them. 

?r=C~J +CD+···= 0 
FIG. l 
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I=~ +~+u• 
FIG. 2 

Now let us go on to the self-energy of an electron. 
In the first approximation we have 

±(w, k) = i J r(- w,- k.)G(w, + w, k, + k) d'k, dw, 
(2n)' · 

By means of a renormalization of the chemical potential 
we can always eliminate an arbitrary constant from L. 
Therefore we subtract L (0, 0) and as a result we obtain 

2:(w, k) = i J [G(w, + w, k, + k)- G(ro,,k,) ]r(- w, _ k.) d'k, dw, 
(2n)' · 

(26) 
Aside from this term, the total self-energy contains 
terms corresponding to more complicated diagrams (see 
Fig. 2), but one can show that they give a small contri
bution. In fact, let us consider the next correction con
taining two r -lines. In order for this term to be impor
tant, it must contain two logarithmic integrals with 
respect to the momenta of the r-Unes: k1 and k2. 
Consequently there should be two logarithmic regions, 
k1 » k2 » k and k2 » k1 » k, but as already men
tioned earlier the vertex y may contain logarithmic 
integrals only in that case if its arguments differ ap
preciably in magnitude, where these integrals corre
spond to the regions between the values of the argu
ments. In view of this, in the region k1 » k2 >> k the 
logarithmic integral with respect to k1 is not present 
but in the second region there is no logarithmic inte~ral 
with respect to k2. Thus, we may confine our attention 
to expression (26). Substituting expressions (23) and 
(25) here, we find 

2e' ' 
2: = - 3-ak J ds, d(s.). 

.TtBo 0 
(27) 

Here ~1 = ln (kmax/k1), ~ = ln (kmax/k), and it is as
sumed that vk ?, w. In the case when vk « w 

' 
2 2 • 

2: = 3:eo ak [ s ds, d(s.)+ d(YJ) (s- 'I'J)]. (27 ') 
0 

where 1J = ln (vkmax/w) and ~ = ln (kmax/k). The most 
interesting case is w ~ vk, i.e. formula (27). It is neces
sary to explicitly specify the case w ~ ±vk. Strictly 
speaking, at such values of w a singularity must appear 
in L because the spectrum linear in k is unstable with 
respect to the decay of quasi-particles into many other 
particles traveling in the same direction. Such singu
larities actually exist, but they appear only in the next 
approximation, in terms proportional to 

-=;.In (vkm=)' . 
Bo (vk)'-w' 

In those terms which we are considering, the lower 
limit of the integrals is simply k, and the proximity of 
w to ±vk does not manifest itself in any way. Thus, in 
the approximation under consideration the case w ~ ±vk 
is described by formula (27). 

If formulas (22), (23), (25), and (27) are compared, 
then we obtain an equation for the function f(~) (we as
sume vk ?, w) 

2e' ' [ e' '' d" _, /(6)=1+--J 1+--s-~-·] ds. (2) 
3nveo o 3nve0 , /(62 ) • 8 

By means of two differentiations this equation reduces 
to a differential equation. Solving the latter equation we 
obtain 

( e' )''• tm= 1+--s 
1tVBo 

(29) 

and substituting into the expression for d(~) we find 

( e' ) -'I• d(s)= 1+-s . 
JtVEo 

(30) 

Thus, for the case under consideration one obtains the 
result that G has a pole for w = ±vkf(~). The imaginary 
part which determines the attenuation is small in com
parison with the real part (Im G-1/Re G-1 ~ e2/vE 0). For 
momenta of the order of or smaller than kmaxe- VE o/e 2 , 

the energy spectrum differs from a purely linear spec
trum by a logarithmic factor. 

We note that the sign in front of the logarithm for 
d(~) is positive, which corresponds to a weakening of 
the interaction in the region of small momenta and fre
quencies. This situation is analogous to quantum elec
trodynamics and may be called the "zero-charge" 
situation (in electrodynamics the situation involves of 

' course, not a decrease of the momentum but a decrease 
of the radius over which the interaction is smeared out . . ' 1.e., an mcrease of the upper limit on the logarith-
mically divergent integrals). 

It is of interest to clarify whether this situation is 
common for all types of linear spectra or if it is unique 
only for the model under consideration. In general a 
sum of the invariants of k and .f with arbitrary coeffi
cients appears in the matrix D. Under the influence of 
the interaction each of these coefficients changes into a 
slowly varying function. Ultimately one must obtain a 
system of integral equations for these functions. Let us 
confine our attention to such a generalization of the case 
under consideration, for which the matrix D contains on 
only one invariant of k and J, i.e., there is only one un
known function. An examination of the problem with 
several arbitrary invariants would be of significant 
interest. 
~ Ill a noninteracting model the matrix D has the form 
D = vk. From symmetry conditions it follows that the 
Green's function of the electrons has the form 

G = [w- ~k/(k, w) +ill sign w]-•, (31) 

where f(k, w) is an invariant function which, in analogy 
with the preceding discussion, we assume to be logar
ithmic (this is confirmed by the following calculation). 
Since factors of the order of unity are not important in
side the logarithm, then one can assume that the invar
iant function f always depends only on k2. 

Let us evaluate the polarization operator II. It is 
given by 

Il(k,w) =- iSp J G(k,,w,)G(k1 +k,ro, + w) d'k,dw,. 
(2n)' 

Let us assume that the integral runs over the region 
k1 2:: k. In the first approximation one could neglect k. 
However, if this is done, then the integral turns out to 
be equal to zero. In fact, if the trace is taken with 
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respect to the eigenfunctions of the operator D(kJ, then 
we obtain the integral 

Jl,)oo- e,(k) +ill sign e.]-' doo, 

• 
which is equal to zero, since the poles always lie on 
one side. 

In view of this fact, it is necessary to use the next 
terms of the expansion in powers of k. A nonvanishing 
contribution can appear only from terms of the second 
order in k. It has the form 

Il(k, oo) =- iSp s G(k,,oo,)G(k., oo, + oo)v,k 
~ ~ ~ d'k,doo, 

x·G(k., oo, + oo)v,kG(k,, oo, + oo)f(k,, oo,)~, 

(32) 

where V1 = aD(kl)/akl. Having taken the trace with 
respect to the eigenfunctions of the operator D(k1), we 
obtain 

Il(k, oo) = -i .EJ [oo, -e,(k.) +til sign e,]-'[oo, + oo- e,(k,) +ill signs.]-' 

x(v, k),[oo, + oo- e,(k,) + illsigne,]-·(~·,k)... 
• • 1 , d'k,doo, 

X(oo,+oo-e,(k,)+zllsigne,)- f (k.,oo,)(2n)'. 

Since V1 is a self-adjoint operator, then 
Cv1 · k)il Cv1 · k)zi = 1Cv1 · k)ill 2• In order for the integ
ral to be different from zero, it is necessary that the 
poles Ei and ez should have different signs. Carrying out 
the integration over w 1 and assuming Ei Ck1) - E z (kd 
>> w, we obtain 

Il(k, oo) =- 2 JE (v,.- vu)-'1 (v,k)n 1'/-'(k,) d'k, . 
•,>o k,'(2n)' 
v~<O 

(Here we have introduced the notation Ei(kd = VdkJ(k1), 
i.e., v li(n) is the coefficient in the appropriate branch 
of the energy spectrum, and n is a unit vector in the 
direction of k1. ) Introducing logarithmic variables we 
obtain 

Il(k,oo)= -~ .E<v,.-vu)-'1 (v,k)ul' j ~. 
n • >• o /(£,) 

" "u<O 

where the bar denotes averaging over the directions of 
k1. The function r will have the form 

4ne' 
r=-k,am, e, d(s) = [ 1 +a f ~~::>. r, 

4e' \'1 I ( v,k} I' a=-;;~ (vu-Vu)-' k 11 • 

"u>O 
"~~u<o 

(33) 

(34) 

In the same way as earlier, one can show that the cor
rections of higher order in e 2 are small. 

Let us go on to the self-energy. In analogy to the 
previous discussion, it is sufficient to consider only the 
first diagram. Since the integral over k1 is logarithmic, 
then we may expand the difference G in the integral (26) 
with respect to k. Having made use of the fact that r is 
an even function of k and w , we obtain 

~(oo, k) = t J [a(ooi, k,);,kG(oo., k,) ·f(k,, oo,)r(oo,, k,) d'k, aoo,]. 
(2n)' 

From considerations of symmetry it follows that 
:E ~ v · k. According to formula (31), i = v · k(f- 1). 
Having substituted this expression, we multiply by vk 
and take the trace on both sides. In this connection we 
obtain 

.E I (~k)ul'[tm-1] =i.E J (v,k)u(oo- e, + illsigne,)-' 
v v 

A d'k,doo, 
x(v,k),.(oo- e, + ic5signe,)-'/(k,)f(oo,,k,)(2n)' 

=2(' ~ l(~,k)u!'(vu-vur•_!__ 4ne• d(k,) dak, . 
~.11:>o k1 eok12 (2n)8 

Vti-=:::o 

Carrying out the last integration, we obtain the relation 

' tm = 1 + b J d(s,)ds •• 
; 

(35) 

where 

b= 4e' ~ )(v1k) ,. (vu-v11r~(~l(vk) 1')-'· 
neo •u>• k u •. z k il 

vll<o 
(36) 

Equations (33) and (35) differ from (28) only by the 
coefficients. The solution has the form 

/(s) = [(a+b)s+1]•'<•+•>, 

d(s) = [(a+ b)S + 1]-•'<•+•>. 

(37) 

(38) 

According to the definitions (34) and (36), both coeffi
cients a and b are positive and of the order of e 2/ve 0• 

Thus, the conclusions reached for the simplest example 
considered at the beginning are completely valid for the 
more general case of a "Fermi point" with a linear 
spectrum. 

7. QUADRATIC SPECTRUM 

The situation is completely different in the case of 
a quadratic spectrum. First of all we note that if we set 
k = 0 in the polarization operator, then we obtain zero 
independently of the form of the spectrum. A nonvanish
ing contribution appears in second order in k. But in the 
present case the integral analogous to (32) is convergent 
and for w << k has the form mk, where m is the ord·er 
of the mass of a free electron. Therefore the function 
r will have the form 

r = ·ine' I (e,k' + me'ka), 

where a ~ 1. Thus, fork< me 2/e 0 the behavior of r 
changes radically. One can use the obtained expression 
in order to evaluate the following corrections to the 
triple-vertex y. 

Let us consider the first such correction (Fig. 3). 
The corresponding expression has the form 

y(k,, oo,; k, + k, oo1 + oo) 

J ~ A d'k d 
= G(k,,oo,)G(k, + k, oo, + oo)r(k,- k2, oo,- 00,)~ 

(2n)' · 

We shall assume k1 >> k, and we shall use a represen
tation which diagonalizes D(kl). However since G(k2 ) 

stands inside the integral, then we arrive at a repre
sentation which diagonalizes D(k2 ) by introducing con
version coefficients Cu (klk2 ). If we assume k2 » k, 
then in the first approximation one can neglect k inside 
the integral. But in this connection we obtain 

FIG. 3 
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J ~ c,.(k,k,) (oo,- e.(k,)+ i6signe.)-' 
n 

X (oo, + !Jl- e.(kz) + i6signe.)-'C.1(k,k,) doo,. 
2n 

In each of the terms of the sum, the poles with respect 
to w2 lie on the same side of the real axis. Therefore 
the corresponding integral is equal to zero. A finite 
contribution appears only in first order with respect to 
k. This introduces an extra factor k/k2 into the integ
rand. Mter this one can easily see that the integral will 
converge, and in the region k < me2/€o it turns out that 
y (l> ~ 1. One can verify that this is valid for the correc
tions toy of arbitrary order. 

Here we encounter a new situation: at small momenta 
all of the terms of the perturbation-theoretic series 
become of the same order, i.e., weak coupling changes 
into strong coupling. Such a situation also arises in 
certain versions of field theory, and also in the problem 
of a phase transition of the second kind. This situation 
was considered in the well-known work by V. N. Gribov 
and A. A. Migdal, mJ where it was shown that the be
havior of the fundamental quantities is determined by 
power laws which are established with the aid of the 
theory of scaling. We shall use the method of article[uJ. 

We make the assumption that the dependence of all 
quantities on k and w is determined by the following 
relations (we do not present the detailed matrix struc
ture, which depends on the specific representation): 

G=c,k-~g(wlsk'), y=c,kPq((J)Isk'), (39) 
r.= c,k-•d(w I sk'), 

and we choose the powers a, {3, 6, 11 and the constants 
c1, c2, c3, and sin order to satisfy all the relations of 
the theory (here a symmetric y is to be understood, i.e., 
having arguments of the same order). 

First of all, on the basis of the previous discussion 
one can conclude that for small momenta 47Te?y} >> €ok2 
and l; »Go\ i.e., the behavior of the G- and r-func
tions is determined by the self-energy parts. But the 
corresponding integrals only depend on k if k is suffi
ciently large, and they only depend on w if w dominates. 
This is guaranteed only in that case when in (39) 

g(O) = 1, g(x ~ 1) ~ x-~i•, 
q(O) = 1, q(x ~ 1) ~ xPI•, (40) 
d(O) = 1, d(x ~ 1) ~ x-•1• 

(the values at zero are normalized by the appropriate 
choice of the constant). 

Let us consider the diagrams of higher orders for y. 
The transition to the next order means the appearance 
in the diagram of two additional G-lines, two y vertices, 
one r-Une, and integration over d~dw. We require that 
this operation preserve the form of y. For this it is 
necessary that 

Substituting (22) and proceeding to the integration with 
respect to x1 = w/skr, from here we obtain 

Hence it follows that 
-2a + 2~ - 6 + v + 3 = 0, (41) 

(42) 

Here it is necessary to add a condition in order that the 
integral in the correction for y should converge. Con
sidering the first correction, but with complete lines 
and vertices, we obtain 

-2a+3~-6 +v + 3 < 0. (43) 

This guarantees the convergence of the integral over k. 
It is not difficult to see that here the integral over x will 
automatically converge. 

Then let us consider the G-function. First of all we 
note that it satisfies the so-called Ward identity: 

aG-'If}(J)=y. 

Substituting formula (39) here, we obtain 

from where it follows that 

~-a+v=O, 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

Now we introduce a new function 1> y2 which we define 
as 

v• = a•a-• 1 a~e•. (47) 
We assume that this function has a form analogous to 
(39), that is, 

'I• .= c,k"q>( w I sk'). (48) 

Substituting (39) and (48) into relation (47), we obtain 

J.t-a+2=0, (49) 
(50) 

Now let us consider E(k, w)- E(O, 0). In the expansion 
in terms of kin the integral for the self-energy, the 
contribution of second order in k is essential. Taking 
into consideration that according to our condition all of 
the diagrams give a contribution of the same order of 
magnitude, it is sufficient to consider only the first 
diagram (Fig. 4). From it we obtain (w << sk11) 

~(k, oo)- ~(0, 0) ~ k' J G'y,y'fd'k, doo,. 

If this expression is assumed to be of order G-\ then 
conditions (41) and (42) are again obtained here together 
with (49) and (50). From this point of view the introduc
tion of the quantity y 2 does not give anything new. It is 
necessary, however, so that the integrall;(k, w)- E(O, 0) 
converges. Hence follows the requirement 

3 + J.t + 2~- 6 - 2a + v > 0. (51) 

Let us go on to the polarization operator. In the 
previous Section it was shown that in the first approxi
mation Il = 0 for k = 0. In the general case it is not 
difficult to see that n (0, 0) = 0. This follows from the 

~ 
Yz 

FIG. 4 

I) One can also introduce -y 1 = aG-1 l3k. However, in view of its odd
ness with respect to k, as the final result it will be proportional to k-y2 . 
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FIG. 5 

fact that n (0, 0) determines the change of the number of 
particles due to the action of the electrostatic potential, 
which does not depend on the coordinates. Mathematic
ally this is written as: 

II 0 0 j doo, dk, j - 8G doo, dk, 
(, )=-i SpG'(oo.,k,)y(oo.,k,)~=i Sp aoo,(W=O. 

Expanding the integrand up to second order ink, we ob
tain for w « skll (see Fig. 5) 

II - k' S d'k, doo,G'y,y'. 

Assuming r ~ 1/n and using (39) and (48), we again ob
tain the old relations for the powers and for the coeffi
cients. However, the condition for convergence of the 
right hand side gives a new restriction: 

3+J.L+2~+v-3a<0. (52) 

Relations (41), (45), and (49) give the possibility to 
express all of the coefficients a, {3, ~. iJ., and 11 in terms 
of any two of them, for example: 

11=3-v, ~=a-v, f.l=a-2. (53) 

From conditions (43), (51), and (52) with the aid of (53) 
we obtain the following restrictions on the possible 
values of the coefficients: 

v > 1, a < 2, a < v, 6 < 2, ~ < 0, J.L < 0. (54) 

The question may arise whether new restrictions cannot 
appear if we enclose several vertices of type y2 andy 
by Coulomb lines. U we have n1 vertices of type y 2 and 
n2 vertices of type y, then the condition for convergence 
is written in the form 

n,f.l+n,~-a(n,+n,-1) <0. 

Substituting (45) and (49), we obtain 

a< 2n, +vn,. 

This condition is ensured by the inequalities (54). 
It is of interest that upon fulfillment of the restric

tions (54), the behavior of G and r for small momenta 
and frequencies actually is determined by the self
energy parts. For w << skll this is ensured by the con
ditions a < 2, ~ < 2, but for w » sk11 this follows from 
the condition a < 11. 

For the constants c1, c2, c3 , and s we have, accord
ing to (42) and (46), 

(55) 

The orders of magnitude of these constants are obtained 
from the conditions for joining with the region of large 
momenta. According to the previous discussion, joining 
should occur for k ~me%: o. In the region of large mo
menta the electron spectrum is given by w ~ k2/m. 
Therefore, with regard tow, joining should occur for 
w ~ me4/d. It is natural to expect that in the joining 

region w ~ sk11 • From here it follows that 

(56) 

In the joining region the function r is of the order of 
(e%ok2) ~ (Eo/m2e 2). Comparing with expression (39) 
we have 

c,- (e' I e,)•-•m•-•- (e' 1 e,)'-•m•-•. ,(57) 

In the joining region the function G is of the order of 
1/w or (me%~r1. Hence it follows that 

Finally, for k "' me%: o, y should be of the order of 
unity. Hence 

c,- (me' I e,)-~. 

The values (56)-(59) satisfy the relations (55). 

(58) 

(59) 

From the obtained results it follows that in the region 
k < me 2/Eo the electron's Green's function does not have 
such a simple form as for large momenta. Its poles, if 
such exist in general, may be complex, where in general 
their imaginary part is of the order of the real part. 
Therefore, in this region it is impossible to talk about 
quasi-particles in the usual sense of the word. 

However, the value of the Green's function makes it 
possible to determine various physical effects. Of 
course, it is necessary to bear in mind that the theory 
developed above does not give the exact value of the con
stant, and also of the functions g, q, and d in the region 
x ~ 1. However, even what is known makes it possible 
to make a number of predictions. 

Let us consider the momentum distribution of the 
particles. It is expressed by the integral 

+~ 

n(k) =- i J G(oo,k)e'"' : 00 , 

-oo n 

where T - + 0. Using formula (22) we obtain 

n(k)- c,sk-a+• Jg(x)dx. 

But as x-"" the quantity g "'x-0!/ll and since a < 11 

according to what was said previously, the integral 
diverges. Hence for small momenta n(k) is actually de
termined by the value of G in the region of large mo
menta, and we do not have the right to use formula (22) 
directly. One can, however, evaluate the difference 

+oo d 
n(k)-n(O)- -is [G(oo,k)-G(oo,O)]e'•' 2:. 

In this integral the region of large values of w is con
tracted, and the integral converges for x "' 1. In this 
connection we obtain 

n(k) - n(O) - c,skH- (ke, I me')•-a. (60) 

According to Eq. (37) the power 11- a is positive. In 
the region of large momenta we again obtain a constant. 

Now let us consider the heat capacity at low tempera
tures. According tol2l we have 

Q(T)- Q(O) = 2 (r ~ --1 J doo} J~e'"'lnG(oo k) (61) 
~ 2n (2n)' ' ' 

It is necessary to take G(w) for T = 0. Replacing the 
summation over w by an integration over real frequen
cies and differentiating with respect to T, we obtain the 
entropy 
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iJQ 2 +~ ro onp d'k 
S(T)= --= --J--J--ImlnG.(ro k) 

oT :n -OCT oro (2:n)' ' •· 

where nF denotes the Fermi function. It is impossible 
to evaluate this integral by the same method as in the 
presence of the Fermi surface. However, we obtain a 
result correct to within a constant coefficient if we as
sume that only small values of w are essential. Taking 
into account the evenness of anF I aw, we obtain 

d'k a 
S(T) ~ T J-2 )' [-ImlnG.(ro,k)] 0 

( :rt 0(1) w~T 

Regarding the imaginary part of G to be of the order of 
the real part, we may remove the Im sign and write the 
derivative inside the square brackets as 

aG-'(ro,k) 
G(ro, k) = Gyo 

oro 

Substituting G according to formula (22) we obtain 

S ~ C ~ c,c,T J d'kk-•Hg (_!_} q (_!_} 0 

sk' sk' 

Changing to the variable x = T/skv, we verify that the 
integral over x is convergent. Substituting the values of 
the coefficients c 1, Cz, and s, we finally obtain 

Taking the restriction (37) into account, we find the 
power of the temperature: 

3 > 3/v > 00 

(62) 

(63) 

we note that one can also obtain the temperature depen
dence of the heat capacity from the following simple 
argument. The heat capacity is proportional to T p (T), 
where p is the density of the electronic states. The 
polarization operator II is proportional top. Therefore 
p(T) ~ k1i(T), where k(T) denotes the momenta charac-

teristic for a given temperature. It is obvious that k(T) 
~ T 1fv. Also keeping in mind that 1i = 3 - v, we obtain 
c ~ T3/V, 

In conclusion the authors express their gratitude to 
L. P. Gor'kov, A. A. Migdal, and I. E. Dzyaloshinskil' 
for valuable discussions. 
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